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CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION– 
MARITIME UNION OF AUSTRALIA — PROPOSED MERGER 

Statement 

HON PETER KATSAMBANIS (North Metropolitan) [5.36 pm]: I rise tonight to add my concern to the 
concerns that have been expressed across the state and across Australia over the last week or so since the 
proposal of a potential merger of two militant trade unions—the Construction, Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union and the Maritime Union of Australia. A lot of consternation has been raised that should these 
two unions merge, it would lead to not only an extreme concentration of power, but also two rather radical forces 
joining together to cause harm to our economy. 

Hon Darren West: How? 

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: I have heard from employers and business people, and I have heard from 
industrial relations practitioners over the past week, and since Hon Darren West asks “How?” and expresses 
some sort of lack of knowledge of this, I point out that earlier this week The West Australian editorialised the 
strong risks that this proposed merger poses. Both unions have been known for extremely radical illegal action. 
As one leading industrial relations practitioner in this city put it to me earlier this week, both of these unions 
have a history of deliberately engaging in unlawful activities as a perceived legitimate means of achieving their 
industrial outcomes. But members do not have to take my word or the word of this practitioner; they just need to 
look at the public record, starting with the continual, almost daily, revelations from the Royal Commission into 
Trade Union Governance and Corruption, particularly about the unlawful activities of the CFMEU. They can 
then look at some of the recent court history of the Western Australian branch of the MUA and the $300 000-odd 
that it was recently levied in fines and penalties earlier this year for running a closed shop with the 
Offshore Marine Services Alliance. This closed shop was particularly dangerous because not only did the 
company agree not to employ non-union labour, but also there seems to have been some sort of collusion in 
which the company would supposedly offer jobs to people on the proviso that they became — 

Hon Darren West: Prove it. 

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: It is a court case. Hon Darren West can go and look it up. What they would do 
is offer the job and say, “The only condition is you become a member of the MUA”. Then the people would go 
off to the Maritime Union of Australia and it would say, “Sorry, you can’t become a member of the MUA.” It 
was a totally closed shop. The MUA was fined for that. Penalties were imposed, and it was ordered to pay 
compensation of $720 000 to one company. Instead of looking incredulously, why does Hon Darren West not 
google away and find out for himself? 

Also, earlier this year the MUA was fined and ordered to pay compensation of over $200 000 for issuing a series 
of scab posters that were associated with an illegal strike at Fremantle port. I stress Fremantle port, because that 
is where the rub is when these two extremely militant unions are combined into one more powerful force. We 
keep talking about growing our economy in this state and we keep talking about accessing export markets. The 
sad fact is that if we allow the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union and the MUA to merge, they 
will, effectively, control when and where our export commodities are extracted, transported and sent to market. 
That risk is far, far, far too high for this state. 

Before members opposite pipe up, perhaps they should consider another publicly stated reason for the merger, 
because as I look at the back and front benches of the opposition, I do not notice too many members who have 
emerged from either the CFMEU or the MUA. Michael O’Connor, whom I remember from my days at the 
University of Melbourne when I was a very young student, is now the national secretary of the CFMEU. When 
the proposed merger first came to light, he made it very, very clear that a joining of forces of those two unions 
would give them increased political clout in the Australian Labor Party. They will have increased political clout 
to influence the preselection of members opposite currently in this place. 

Several members interjected. 

The PRESIDENT: Order! 

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: That is what should also concern — 

Withdrawal of Remark 

Hon DARREN WEST: I do not like the accusatory nature of the speaker pointing at members opposite and 
saying, “Your preselection is threatened by this merger.” That is an incorrect statement. It is accusatory, and 
I ask the member to withdraw that statement. 
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The PRESIDENT: That is a point of view, not a point of order. 

Debate Resumed 

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: It touches a raw nerve, does it not? Members opposite want to support the 
union, but they know that these unions are coming for them. They are coming for Australia and they are coming 
for our jobs. That is what they are doing. These two extraordinarily militant unions continually engage in illegal 
activity. They do not care about paying fines because they seem to be able to extract money out of employers 
that are beholden to their power. We have seen these things being revealed daily in the Royal Commission into 
Trade Union Governance and Corruption. What we are seeing in this country — 

Hon Alanna Clohesy interjected. 

The PRESIDENT: Order! Any member is entitled to make a 10-minute statement, and everybody else is 
obligated to let them do it. 

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: This country needs trade union leaders and trade unions that are prepared to work 
constructively with employers to make this country an even better place, to provide more job opportunities and to 
grow the economy, rather than to fight demarcation battles about sharing the pie. There are trade union leaders like 
that, but, sadly, they are lacking in organisations such as the CFMEU and MUA. In the limited time left to me 
tonight, I will point out that if these trade unions were businesses that were proposing to merge, their relative 
power, strength and numbers would ensure that the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission would take 
a very, very active interest in that merger. The ACCC would effectively rule on whether or not that merger was 
good for competition in Australia. Unfortunately, trade unions are not subject to the rules of the ACCC, just as they 
believe they are not subject to many rules of this land. The ACCC will not have any role in assessing whether the 
concentration of market power of these trade unions would be good or bad for the Australian economy. That is 
a failing that should be rectified in the future so that we can assess these sorts of things. 

As I said, I have heard this week from employers and businesspeople who have previously had their businesses 
crippled by illegal activity from trade unions—not legal activity, but illegal activity. We continue to see the 
revelations coming out of the trade union royal commission. We have seen The West Australian editorialise the 
risks of this proposed merger. I would like to add my concerns to the record because I want to see this state 
continue to thrive and prosper and I do not want to see job opportunities for Western Australians wrecked by illegal 
and reckless activities from a small group of militant trade union leaders for their own petty political purposes. 
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